Embassy of India
Rome
***

Chancery:   Via XX Settembre, 5, 00187 Rome, Italy
            Phone: 00-39- 06-4884642 to 5

Embassy Residence:  Villa Vignarola, Via Di Vigna Due Torri,
                     No. 116, 00149, Rome, Italy
                     Phone: 06-55284147/5506714

Working Hours  0900 to 1730 hours (Monday through Friday)

Time Difference  IST [−] 3½ hours (Summer)
                 IST [−] 4½ hours (Winter)

Country Code  +39 (Thirty Nine)

Ambassador
Mrs. Reenat Sandhu
Deputy Chief of Mission
Mrs. Gloria Gangte
Deputy Chief of Mission’ s Office
Ms. Sandhya Bhatt, Attaché (PS)
Agriculture wing
Sh. R Ramesh, Attaché(PS)
Chancery
Sh. Sanjay Jain, HOC
Smt. Kumkum Sharma, Attaché(Admin)/DDO
Commerce wing
Sh. Shyam Chand C, SS
Consular Wing
Smt. Suruchi Sharma, FS
Defence wing
Col. Rohit Teotia, DA
Information & Culture wing
Sh. Sanjay Jain, SS
Political Wing
Mr. Sanjeev Kumar, SS